Transcutaneous endoscopic orbital surgery: a less morbid alternative to lateral orbitotomy.
Retrobulbar lesions of the orbit situated lateral to the optic nerve are difficult to access. In this article, the authors would like to present a new perspective to approach these lesions where the goals of surgery are met with minimal complications. A retrospective analysis of patients' charts was performed. For approaching retrobulbar lesions an endoscopic technique was developed. Four patients (2 male and 2 female patients) presenting with retrobulbar lesions lateral to the optic nerve have been included in this study. Two patients underwent endoscopic drainage for orbital abscess and two patients were successfully biopsied endoscopically. No intra-operative complications were noted. Open procedures such as lateral orbitotomy were avoided in all the cases. Transcutaneous orbital endoscopy is a safe and a versatile technique to approach retrobulbar lesions lateral to the optic nerve. It can be used as an effective alternative to lateral orbitotomy for well selected cases. One can obtain adequate material for histopathological examination and also drain deep-seated orbital abscess using this technique. It would be possible with increasing experience to use this technique for extended applications.